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ABSTRACT

Gravity coupled to a scalar field in two dimensions is studied and it is shown that in

ihe light-cone gaur - there exists a new symmetry associated with the scalar field that leads natu-

rally to SU 2, A)-Kac-Moody current algebra. This algebra is is derived from the tract less pan

of the energy-momentum tensor whose conservation is shown to give the welt-known constraint

necessary lo obtain the chiral SL( 2, R) algebra.

MIRAMARE- TRIESTE

December 1989

String theory as a unified theory of fundamental interactions faces the im-
portant challenge of obtaining a consistent and unique quantum theory in four-
dimensionsal space-time. The current proposed string models live either in d — 26
(l>osonic) or in d -• 10 (superstrings) [l|. Unfortunately so far an intelligible
scheme for cotnpactifying the above models to sensible theories in A - 4 has not
been suggested. Recently, an exciting result due to Polyakov |2| showed that
when gravity is coupled to matter in two-dimensions, the induced quantum grav-
itational interactions enlarges the underlying symmetry of the quantum theory
from the Virasoro algebra to an SL(2,R) current algebra. This has the conse-
quence of shifting the total central charge away from the standard known value of
d -- 26. For the string theory this is of considerable importance because it means
that a consistent coupling of quantum gravity to strings might shirt the value of
the critical dimensions from 26 (or 10) to four. One can understand the nature
of this SL{2, R) summetry by studying the one-loop effective action of quantum
gravity in d = 2 |3|. However auch an action is non-local and physically is not
interesting in any future application of quantum gravity in d = 2. Our purpose is
lo consider an alternative action which is local and produces the Polyakov theory.

We start from the action:

s = (I)

where f is an arbitrary parameter, * is a constant parameter whose role will be
clear later on and <t> is a scalar field. The equations of motion that follow from
(1) are the scalar and the metric field equations:

V»V.*=-£* (2a)

rf°t _ (2b)

- f = 0

where (2b) implies the vanishing of the energy-momentum tertsor. Our aim is
to extract the 57,(2, fl) current algebra, as an underlying symmetry, from the
energy-momentum tensor (2b) and the scalar field equation (2a). To make direct
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contact with |2|, we show that the energy-momentum tensor corresponding to the
SL{2,R) current algebra is nothing but the traceless part of (2b). We consider:

fa, = -C - ~A.*I7'°> (3)

and evaluate it in the light-cone gauge. We take the metric to be:

a*1 = dx*dx~ + *+ +(ax+)* (4)

hence the non-vanishing components of the Christoffel symbols and the Ricci
tensor are:

r;_ = d.h
«__ = o (5)

where n :- /i+ 1 . Inserting (S) in (3) we find that:

(6a)

(6b)

(6c)

to simplify (6c) we need to solve the scalar field equation (2a). In fact we can
do a first integration of (2a) to obtain:

0t«* = *d - * -5a - * + »t(x
+) (7)

W «5f*W*3^;'-^---*!mf

where g is an arbitrary function of x+. Inserting (7) in (6c) we finally obtain:

f+ + - hlf. - - K (*~\ [(3. h)> + 2d+d_ h - 2hd[ h\ (8)

+2K(g\(x*) + <d+g+)

which apart from an overall multiplicative constant (^-) in »vactty the result of
[2| provided we choose g such that:

= 0

which has the solution:
(9)

(10)

where a is a constant.
Now we come to the central result in this letter; namely we want to show that

the SL{2, R] symmetry of the equation* (2) ia induced from a particular reaidual
symmetry of the scalar field ^. To evaluate this we consider the transformation
of (2) under the general coordinate transformations:

Requiring h to transform canonic ally in the light-cone gauge, one finds constraints
on y and y~ which can be solved tn niv» l?l-

^ ( * + ) (12)

y e ligh
y* and y~ which can be solved to give |2|:

where a and 6 are arbitrary functions of x+, in particular:

h(x) = »++(x) = d»A'(y) + a* - ?x" .
a

similarity we deduce from (10) and (12) that:

g'+bt) = T f f+(x).

The requirement of genera) coordinate invariance of the scalar field equations
(2a) and (7) gives a new residual symmetry of the scalar field:

4f = * + t(x+) (15a)



(15b)

where <(i+) is arbitrary. However, using (14) we obtain a constraint on t:

Since equation (16a) is only a function of z + its only solution is:

«(i+) = - - l n A ( i + ) + constant .

(16a)

(16b)

Going back to equation (6) we can now examine the tranaformation properties
of the components of the Vs under (15a). We obtain:

f._(x) = ^ f !_ ( t f ) (17a)

- 2K (17b)

However, we notice that when we insert the solution (16b) in (17b) we obtain
the correct Schwinger term of the Vtrasoro algebra with central charge y£ = «f i.
Equation (17b) takes the form:

where {a, x] is the Schwarzian derivative defined as:

«*••» - S -

(18)

(19)

Shortly we will show the necessary conditions for 7V+ to be the generators of the
Virasoro algebra.

We now solve equation (7) by introducing a Reid / |2| such that:

d+f = hd.f. (20)

The solution of equation (7) is:

(21)

which apart from the g term and for f = 2, this solution was derived by Chamsed-
iline and Reuter in |3j. However there is a crucial difference. For us ^ is a
dynamical field, while in [3j ^ is a convenient function used to solve the field
equations.

Inserting (21) in (6a) and using the definition (19), we obtain:

f- - -K?{f,x) .

The equation of motion in the light-cone gauge of the theory in (l) is:

which is invariant under the SL(2, R) gauge transformations:

(22)

(23)

(24)

where

which means that the solution of (23) is in the form

ax~ +6

' « * * • • " > - « -

Inserting this In (20) we get:

(25)

(26)

where ><•>, j ' 0 ' and > ( 1 ) are functions of the SL[2tR) elements a, b, c, d and
their derivatives. This expression is not very relevant, however what is important
is that from the infinitesimal transformation property of A in (13) it is straight
forward to deduce the infinitesimal tranaformation properties of the fa. Con-
sider:

\ (27)
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where ( is the infinitesimal parameter of general coordinate transformation. In
the light-cone coordinates (27) read

= \d+

(28a)

- (d+h

(28b)

i< (28c)

To impose the light-cone gauge &__ = 0 and h+- = h-+ = ~, we must impose
constraints on the parameter (_. An inspection of (28) gives:

t- = M*+) (29a)

Inserting (29) in (28a) we find up to a total gauge:

6h++ = 6k = (d+ + (d.h) -

(29b)

(30)

We can now determine (+ in terms of the infinitesimal form of <t{x*) and b(x+)
(see equation (42)). Substituting equation (42) in equation (13) and comparing
it with equation (30) one obtains:

£+ = rt(x+) - \x~ - Xk (31)

Inserting (31) and (26) in (30), and comparing it with the variation of the left
hand side of equation (26), we deduce the transformation properties of the cur-
rents j :

(32)

= 0

which are recognized as the Kac-Moody SL(2, R) group transformations on the
generators j"», j<°>, >("" |4|.

Quantum mechanically, the energy-momentum tensor T++ can be expressed
in terms of the currents j'a as : :

^••fJi-+d+JiO)-d+j<-»x-'\ (33)

where the factor J£J and the normal ordering appear as a consequence of quan-
tizing 7"++J4] |2| , and k represents the level of the current algebra. The central
charge of T++ can be worked out using:

which is deduced from the operator expansion of the metric h+ + [2| where g1' is
the SL(2, R) metric. We find that:

(34)

(35)

Equation (35) is the Virasoro centeral charge at the level k for f = ±2. However,
(33) does not generate the correct Virasoro algebra because of the presence of
the last term. Remarkably enough it can be shown that this term is zero for the
following reason.

The Ta0 as shown in [2| describes the pure quantum gravitational Interactions
in the quantum theory of matter in a gravitational background. Therefore, for
Taff to make sense physically, it must be conserved, that is :

= 0 (36)



which implies from (3) that the trace part of the energy-momentum tensor must
satisfy :

V,77(0> = 0. (37)

From equation (12) and (5) T]{0) is shown to be T]i0) = 4*{16*!h. Substituting
for 77(O) in (37) with 0 = + and 0 = - one obtains :

dlh = O (38)

3td!fc = 0 (39)

As shown in (2|, equation (38) is nothing but the equation of motion for fe+ +

whose solution is precisely equation (26). Equation (39) is then interpreted as a
constraint on the currents j'a . In fact, equation (39) gives :

- o

which implies that :
i'~I)(:r+) = constant ,

(40)

(41)

This is precisely the constraint imposed by Belavin |5] to get the chiral 5L(2, R)
algebra from the representation of the Virasoro algebra. Shortly we will give a
geometrical interpretation of (41) in terms of a cosmological constant tenn added
to the action (1).

We now show that T++ in the gauge (41) generates the Virasoro algebra.
Following [2| we take the infinitesimal form of a and b to be:

* («+ )=

Using (12) it follows from (18) that:

72

(42)

(43)

4.7'n *• + + =

Without the condition (41), equation (43) would not lead to the correct Virasoro
algebra, Therefore:

(44)

4,7V = 0 .

where "dot" denotes differentiation with respect to x*. From (44) we can deduce
the operator expansion product of T++. with itself |7|:

(45)

where c, is given in (35). Equation (45) would indeed give the correct Virasoro
algebra. In [2] the constraint is implicit, and the constant is nothing but the
scale of the metric on the two dimensional surface. Also, equations (8), (33),
and (35) are derived from requiring dynamical general covariance of the matter
action coupled to the source field h++, and not from a local covariant action(l).

Finally we show that f++ in (8) and the condition (41) can be derived from
a theory where a cosmological constant term:

(46)

is added to the action (1).Action (46) modifies (2b) by the following components
in the light-cone gauge:

(47)

The equations of motion (6a) and (22) remain unaffected but, the constraints
7\ . and 7"++ become:

(48a)

(48b)

ikJ = 0

+ j

— i++ + J + + — i + + -

Imposing the constraint 7*j!" = 0, we have:

A
(49)
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<.JL •«•"»< JWI

which when inserted in to (48b) gives the result:

(50)

We can express equation (49) in terms of the SL(2, R) currents. Inserting (26)
in to (49) we obtain:

j ' " 1 ' = —j — constant . (51)

This is precisely the constraint discovered prevtousty in (42) and first appeared in
Belavtn work (5), who discussed it in connection with KdV equations. In fact he
discovered it to be a necessary condition to obtain the W-algebras as symmetries
of the KdV equations. Then Alekaeev and ShotashviUi{6| used this constraint to
give a geometrical interpretation of the SL(2,R) gauge invariance in Polyakov
treory in terms of the co-adjoint orbits of the Virasoro algebra. In particular
they showed that Polyakov theory is equivalent to the gauged SL{2yR) chiral
Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) theory in two dimensions. In fact (52) is the basis
of proving the equivalence of the action (1) and (47) to an effective quantum
fermionic theory |8{.

In conclusion.the SL{2, R) current algebra is derived from the traceless part of
the energy-momentum tensor of (l) whose conservation is shown to give the well-
known constraint necessity to obtain the chiral SL(2,R) algebra. We showed
that there is a new residual symmetry of the scalar field equation whkh leads
to an SL{2, R) Kac-Moody symmetry of the equations of motion. The above
mechanism can be explained in terms of the dynamical presence of a cosmological
constant. This leads to a well known constraint j"'~'> in the context of gauged
SL(2, R) chiral WZW theory.
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